
Oswald as Sole Suspect (Subjects/Order) Box 9/folder 1A 

@ Hal on Sheriff Decker and 11/24 threats to Oswald .. .worth a review Folder 

1A, item 4A... 

@ Caroline Arnold assertion that on 11/22 she spotted Oswald in the lunchroom 

on the 2™ floor of the TSBD at about 12:25 as she was preparing to join fellow 

workers on the front steps. . . F. 1A/ item 6) 

@ AEC Dr. Wainerdi of Texas A & M (Ass Dean of Engineering) offered Dallas PD 

(Fritz) that NAA testing of Oswald’s T shirt would likely detect whether of not he 

fired a rifle. .. .Fritz urged use of NAA to determine if LHO had fired a rifle. . .Fritz 

“reportedly refused . . stating case is wrapped up without this evidence.” F 

1A/item 5. . .see the Master sheet. . . 

@ Hoover memo 4:01 P.M. re: His phone call to Bobby implying that man in 

custody was probable shooter. . . 62-109060-59 Hoover notes that since the “’SS 

was tied up, | thought we should move into the case.” It was already 

happening***********F 1A/item 7.... 

@ DiEugenio on Buggsie and Dallas Cops (key stuff)... .| have no citation on this. . 

...Check my DiE Bugliosi workup ... F1A/item 9 

@ Griggs (No Case to Answer) why Brennan should never have been used as a 

witness. . .pp. 90-95***F 1A/item 11 

@ Note from DiEugenio Buggsie Part VI p. 2 notes that Fritz admitted he had no 

training in forensics. F1A /item 12. . .Also see Folder 1A/item 13 DiE more on 

evidence... 

@ Meagher notes. .. .read carefully. . Sylvia’s defense of Oswald and his 

controlled demeanor throughout the interrogations ....she suspects it was 

recorded... F. 1A/item 14*** 

@ Clay note cites SS had Oswald on tape. . . | may want to include these w/ the 2 

docs that show SS tape recorder. .. F1A/item 17



Oswald as sole suspect, Box 9/F1A/ p. 2 

@ Hoover to Bobby Kennedy 11/25/63 62-109060-7 (section 1) Asserts that 

report on FBI findings. . . settled on Oswald as the assassin. . . F case closed on 

11/25 / F.1A/item 20


